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Newsmax
Dick Morris: Trump's Campaign Manager 'Knows
Too Much' to Lose His Job

By: Todd Beamon

Donald Trump can't fire campaign manager Corey Lewandowski over the
scandal involving a former reporter because "he knows too much," political
strategist Dick Morris told Newsmax TV on Tuesday.
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"It will hurt him, particularly with women," Morris told "The Hard Line" host Ed
Berliner, suggesting that Lewandowski might know of damaging information
that could end Trump's campaign. "He has a very high negative among
women.

"In all of the primaries, he's gotten twice as many male votes as female
votes, according to the exit polling. This is very damaging to him.

"I don't think that it's going to shake the Trump loyalists very much, but it is
going to increase the sense of urgency of everybody else in defeating Trump.

"This, combined with [Gov.] Scott Walker's endorsement today of [Ted] Cruz,
will drown out [John] Kasich, focus votes on Cruz, lead to a thumping Cruz
victory in Wisconsin followed by one in Colorado.

"That could really generate a momentum that could fundamentally change
this race."

Morris also told Berliner that Trump personally approved the 2000 photo
shoot of his eventual wife, Melania, in GQ magazine aboard his private
plane.

"They weren't married at the time, but this was a photo shoot on Trump's jet
— obviously with Trump's approval — by a professional magazine, GQ, a
professional photographer.

"This was not just a question of some inadvertent naked photos that were
sent out. These are photos where Donald, in effect, kind of say, 'Hey, look at
what I got' — and put it all over the place.

"Then once in the public domain, that Cruz PAC picked it up," Morris said.
"The whole episode from the very beginning of it until the Lewandowski thing,
you really come to see a side of Trump that I don't know, personally, I've
never seen — but is really kind of shocking."
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